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Abstract: MRI (Magnetic resonance Imaging) brain tumor images Classification is a difficult task due to the variance
and complexity of tumors. This paper proposed techniques to classify the MR human brain images. The proposed
classification technique consists of three stages, namely, pre-processing, feature extraction and selection, and
classification. Features are extracted by using the gray level co-occurrence matrices and the gray level run length
matrices (GLCM & GLRLM), 18 features were determined from the image, then selected the most important features
that saved to the database. In the final stage, the classifier based on probabilistic neural network (PNN) have been used
to classify MRI brain images, the proposed algorithm is trained with 50 images of (Sarcoma, Anaplastic Astrocytoma,
Meningioma, and Benign) and tested with 65 images. The accuracy of this method was up to 98%.
Keywords: MRI, brain tumor, classification, image processing, PNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, abrain tumor is classified as one of the
main diseases for growing death rate amongst kids and
adults. The MRI is widely used by most of the physicians
to identify the brain tumor in the present days. It's found
that the whole number of individuals that hardship and
death because of brain tumors has been improved to 300
for each year through previous few periods [1].
Identification of the tumor regions accurately from the
MRI is considered to be a challenging job for the
physicians. The image processing tools are used to
accurately classify the tumor. Many researchers reported
various techniques for identification of tumor region [2].
The tumor is due to the uncontrolled growth of the tissues
in any part of the body. The brain tumors are classified as
benign (Non-cancerous) which means they do not spread
or invade the surrounding tissue and malignant
(cancerous) which spreads or invades the surrounding
tissue. It is categorized as aprimary and secondary tumor.
Different types of thealgorithms were developed for brain
tumor detection. [3]
Helping radiologists in reading medical images is the key
notion from computer assisted diagnosis system by way of
using devoted computer systems to offer "second
opinions". Computer aided (CAD) system as show in
researches on CAD schemes and medical technology can
help to develop detection precision from the radiologists,
lighten the load of accumulative work, and reduce the loss
of the discovery of cancer rates because of exhaustion,
ignored or data overloaded. The ending medical decision
is prepared by the radiologists. As a result, radiologists
suppose these systems be able to develop the diagnostic
capabilities based upon interactive effects amongst the
computer and the radiologist and with machine learning
methods and medicinal image analysis [4].
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There are over 100 classes of main brain tumors, a number
of them very infrequent. On the other hand, not all brain
tumors, or even all malignant brain tumors, are always
deadly. With surgical treatment, radiation treatment, and
chemotherapy, many types of tumors respond very well to
the therapy and may even be treated. While many of the
more common tumors, such as gliomas, are not typically
cured by surgical resection, there are time-consuming term
survivors now than ever before, as a new therapy have
been presented [5].
II. RELATED WORKS
A.Lakshmi and Dr.T.Arivoli [6] proposed a computer
assisted method to improve the diagnosis / detection of
abrain tumor. The suggested work involves four phases
that are: pre-processing, extract the features, then artificial
neural with fuzzy inference system ANFIS Classifier is
used, then the morphological processes for discovering,
segmenting and detecting the brain tumor areas. First the
preprocessing is carried out before going to segmentation
since pre-processing prepares the image to be prepared for
segmentation.
Nalbalwar et al. [7] have produced a recognition and
classification methods for brain cancer. These proposed
methods use techniques based on the computer to discover
blocks of the tumor and then classify the category of the
tumor using ANN in MRI of a various number of patients
that suffer from astrocytoma tumor type in the brain. ANN
has been used as a classifier to the brain MR images
classification that produces good classification accuracy as
compared to other classifiers.
John [8] has presented an effective method of brain tumor
classification, where, the actual MRI images which
classified to the benign or malignant (non-cancerous or
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cancerous) brain tumor. The offered technique
compromise of three stages. The DWT that first working
in order to dissolve the MR image to the various levels of
coefficients, then the GLCM gray matrices is calculated,
then the features that based on texture like energy,
homogeneity, correlation, contrast and entropy which are
calculated from this matrices. The calculated features then
applied to an ANN that based on probabilistic PNN for
additional classification and detection of thetumor.

A. First order statistical features
Related to frequency of appearance of each gray level
(histogram)in the region of interest (ROI) [11,12]:
a) Mean value.

b) Standard deviation:
III. METHODOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED
METHOD
The proposed approach is shown in figure 1 below. There
are three main steps in the proposed method:
c) Skewness
(1) Preprocessing (2) Feature extraction and selection (3)
classification.
1. MR brain tumor database acquisition
The brain images MRI (brain tumor MRI and normal
MRI) have been obtained from different medical centers
(Hilla Center for MRI, MR Imaging of Neoplastic Central
Nervous System and whole brain tumor Atlas) in JPEG
format.
The MRI images that have been obtained from these
centers are:
A. Sarcoma (25 image).
B. Anaplastic Astrocytoma (36 image).
C. Meningioma (30 image).
D. Metastatic bronchogenic carcinoma (20 image)
E. Benign (15 image)
The MR images that weretaken from these centers in
JPEG, TIF and BMP files format. These images first
resizing to be in the same size and in a specific format to
be generalized in all computations and comparatives, then
are stored in a data base.
2. MRI De-noising and Enhancement
The objectives of these algorithms are to perform noise
reduction, or de-noising, based on morphology operation
techniques. The MRI Brain image first loaded from the
database, then the noise is removed from the MRI image
with preserved the edge details and produce the image
with good enhancement.
The proposed algorithm depends on implementing of
mathematical morphology operations eroding and dilation.
These operations process the image according to shape by
hit or miss transformation and depending on the selected
structure element. The algorithm processes the noises
image after dividing the image into three channels (Red,
Green, and Blue), and in the end concatenation these three
sub images to produce a final de-noising image.
3. Features extraction and selection
Features extraction encompasses simplifying the amount
of features necessary to refer to a large group of data
accurately and preserves its content. In this proposed work
the features extraction depends on the following features:
Copyright to IJARCCE

d) Kurtosis:

B. Computing Gray level Run length matrix (GLRLM)
It is necessary to interpret tissue appearance when
examining the images in medicinal, based on different
properties such as regularity, smoothness, homogeneity,
and grain. These characteristics are associated with the
localized intensity differences and be able to take through
using different texture measurements. Statistics of runlength take the roughness at the texture in identified ways
(guidelines/directions). Then can define the run by way of
a series in succeeding pixels that take the similar
intensities (levels of gray) over a particular linear
direction.
The textures that have additional small runs with similar
levels of gray is a good texture, but the textures that have
to be more long runs through thevarious gray level is a
roughness.
We compute GLRLM in four directions (0°, 45°, 90°, and
135°) to produce four matrixes, and on MRI image that
quantized to four bits (16 gray level).
As soon as the matrices of run-length are computed via
each direction, a number of texture features are computed
to release the texture properties and distinguish among
various textures. These features are computed depending
on each direction. From these matrices (run-length), seven
features are extracted, briefly description of each of them
as below[13,14]:
i. Short run emphasis (SRE):Gauge the scattering of small
runs.
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ii. Long run emphasis (LRE): Head for confirming
(emphasize) runs that are long and it is large for smoother
ROI.

iii. Gray level non-uniformity (GLNU): The ROI that
having several times of runs of the similar value of gray
level.

Figure 1. Representation of offset parameter

The texture features that are extracted from each of the
four normalized matrices gray-level co-occurrence
matrices (GLCM) so that the sum of its elements is
equivalent to 1. Each component (r,c) in the normalized
GLCM is the joined probability occurrence of pixel pairs
iv. Run Percentage (RP): The gauge of the with a defined spatial correlation having values r and c of
homogeneity/similarity and dispersion of runs into the gray level in the image. Then stored in the database. The
features that extracted from GLCM as the following
image in a particular way.
[16,17]:
1. Angular Second Moment (Energy): Energy gauges the
no. of reiterated pairs, or indicates how a gray level
elements are distributed.
C. Calculate the co-occurrence matrix of gray-level
(GLCM):
Co-occurrence matrix of gray level features supposes that
the information of the texture into the image exists at the
spatial relationships among the pixels in the image. First
GLCM has computed the features then statistically
obtained from it.
GLCM is created by computing how many times a pixel
that has x gray-level intensity that happens horizontally
neighboring to the pixel that has y value. Each component
(x,y) into the GLCM identifies the total no. that the pixel
which has x value happened in a horizontal neighboring to
a pixel which has y value through direction. For
calculating the GLCM need to set some parameters such
as[15]:

2. Contrast:
The contrast feature measures the local contrast or
variations presented in an image:

3. Inverse
Difference
Moment
IDM
or
(Homogeneity):Homogeneity is a straight measurement of
'GrayLimits': [small large], that states how the gray the local similarity of a gray level in an image:
levels values in "I" are scaled.
'NumLevels': the no. of the gray-levels that using when
the values of the grayscale in the image are scaling, then
identified by this integer value.
'Offset': anarray of integers identifying the distance
between the pixels of interest and its surrounding pixels or 4. Entropy:A gray-level distribution
neighbor. For the reason that the offset is frequently stated computed in this measures:
by way of the angle (figure 1): Offset = [0 1; -1 1; -1 0; -1
-1]

randomness

is

'Symmetric': Boolean value that describes the ordering of
values in the pixel pairs that must be considered. For
example, when this value setting to 'true', gray cooccurrence matrices counts both 1, 2 and 2, 1 pairings 5. Correlation COR:Correlation is a standard measure of
when calculating the no. of times the value 1 is adjacent to image contrast to evaluate linear dependent on the gray
the value 2.
levels of adjacent pixels:
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D. Features selection
In this stage, the features are calculated for many classes
type of abnormal MRI brain images and saved them in a
data base, also saved the result of these features calculated
for normal MRI brain images.
To see differences and similarity between these values, the
features values have been retrieved from a database that
corresponds to each class type and they have been used to
differentiate between different types of classes of
abnormal MRI brain images.
From analyzing the computed feature of all classes type
and with experiments, the most importance feature that
can produce accurate classification are:
Skewness,
Kurtosis, Short run emphasis (SRE), Gray level nonuniformity (GLNU), Run length non uniformity (GLNU),
Run percentage (RP), Contrast CON, Inverse Difference
Moment IDM(Homogeneity), Correlation COR, Sum of
squares (SSQ), Sum average (SAVE), Sum entropy
(SENT),Sum variance (SVAR) and Difference variance
(DVAR) and Difference entropy (DENT). These features
produce good values, that can accurately for classifying
the brain tumor MRI images, therefore we are selected
them in classification modal. The other features: Mean
zvalue, Standard deviation, Entropy, Long run emphasis
(LRE) and Angular Second Moment ASM (Energy) are
rejected because of that values they produce overlapping
between classes types samples of brain tumor MRI
images and they don’t can use to isolate these classes.

6. Sum of squares (SSQ)

7. Sum average (SAVE)

Where px+y represent:

8. Sum entropy (SENT)

9. Sum variance
(DVAR)

(SVAR)

and

10. Difference entropy (DENT)

Where px-y is
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Difference

E. PNN Classification Phase
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been developed
for a wide range of applications such as function
variance approximation, feature extraction, optimization, and
classification. In particular, they have been developed for
image enhancement, segmentation, registration, feature
extraction, and object recognition and classification.
Among these, object recognition and image classification
are more important as it is a critical step for high-level
processing such as brain tumor classification. Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP)[18].
The artificial networks for pattern recognition are fed
forward networks that be able to be trained to be able for
classifying net inputs according to the target classes. The
information of a target for these networks should involve
of vectors which all have zeros 0s values excepting for a 1
in position i, where this position is to the class they are to
represent.
i. Architecture:
The proposed network architecture consists of the
following four layers:
a) Input layer: consist of thirteen nodes represents the
inputs vector that enters to the network, here it’s a
features vector that selected to classify the classes of
brain tumor MRI.
b) The first layer in the hidden: pattern layer, involve of
twenty states.
c) The second layer in the hidden: summation layer,
involve of five states.
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d) Output layer: involve of five states that represent no. of
classes (brain tumor type) that need the network to
classify them. The output of the network are five
values, each value represents theprobability of each
input vectors belonging to any one of five classes. The
output vector of the network consist of five
probabilities (between 0 and 1), and the net take the
class belongs to higher (maximum) probability.

When one of these situations occurs, the training
procedure is stopping:

iii. Activation (Transfer) function:
The network uses 'Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer
function' (tan sigmoid function) as a function for the
transfer of the net. The output of the layers is computed
through these Transfer functions and from its net input(
hidden layer one and two). This function mathematically
represented as:
tanget(s) = 2/(1 + e(−2 ∗ s)) − 1

vi. Testing Stage
When the network successfully trained, then the network
become capable of discriminating each of MRI brain
tumor image from the others five classes type of brain
tumor. The network being available for theclassification
process.

 The network reaches the max no of epochs (iterations).
 The network exceeds the max number of time.
 The network goal is reached by minimizing the
performance.
 The performance of the net gradient decreases under
"min_grad".
ii. Training set:
 mu_max is exceeded by mu value.
The network uses supervised learning method, then it need  The performance of validation of the net has improved
training set to be as (input, target) vectors. When the input
above the "max_fail" times.
features vector sample and target as vectors of five values
one setting to one value and the others setting to zeros, for v. The performance this network use MSE for a network
example, the target vector [1 0 0 0 0] refer to that feature rendering function. It gauge performance of the net
is belonging to class one.
according to the mean square error (MSE).

vii. Evaluation stage
To evaluate the performance of the proposed PNN
iv. Training function:
network we use ROC and confusion matrix methods as
The network uses Training function 'trainlm' Levenberg- follow:
Marquardt back propagation, trainlm is a function for
teaching the network through updating the bias and a. ROC evaluation method[4]:
weights values according to optimization method of Compute the "ROC": the curve of Operating Characteristic
LevenbergMarquardt.
Receiver to evaluate the performance curvature for the
If the transfer functions of the net have derivative classifier output.
functions, then this function is appropriate to learn the The efficient of proposed algorithm can be calculated by
network.
predictive values, There are four predictive values: T
The "trainlm" learning function need to set some of positive (TP), T negative (TN), F negative (FN) and F
theimportant parameters that are:
positive (FP). The performance of suggested algorithm
 Max no. of times that the net be trained (1000)
results use this formula to calculate which applied in MRI
 The performance of the train (0).
images by specificity, sensitvity, and accuracy of the
 Max no. of validate failures (6).
system
 The gradient of Mini Performance (1e-7).
The sensitivity: This is the probability of positive result
 Initializing the value of mu to (0.001).
giventhat
 Decreasing of mu factor (0.1).
Sensitivity = (TP/TP*FP) ∗10
 Incremented of mu factor by (10).
The specificity: This is the probability of negative result
 Max value of mu is (le10).
Specificity= (TN/ FN*TN) *10
The Jacobian jX of performance "perf" is computed Accuracy: Accuracy is in what way nearby a gauged
depending on the bias and weight variables X. Each computed value is for the actual (accurate).
variable is adjusted according to the "Levenberg- Accuracy =No. of correct data /No. of all data
Marquardt",
b. Confusion matrix, also named as a matrix of error, is a
jj = jX * jX
particular table design that permits to imagining the
je = jX * E
rendering of an algorithm, usually that are learned in
dX = -(jj+I*mu) \ je
a supervised manner.
Where E represent all errors and I is the identity matrices.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The mu adaptive value is increased via mu_inc value till
the adjustment above produces the performance value to
be reduced. Then the alteration is then prepared to the net First, the noise is removed from the brain tumor MRI
images and enhanced with preserved the edges
and "mu" is decreased by mu_dec.
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information. The algorithm depending on morphology
filtering (erosion and dilation processes), the structure
element shape is disk with radius 15, and the results in
figure 2.

Figure 2: implementing of de-noising algorithm
In the figure (2) i. and ii. the left side image represents the
original images and the right side images are the results of
applying the algorithm. In iii. of the above figure, the left
side represents the original image with noise added for
testing, and the right image represents the effect of
applying the proposed algorithm.
Table (1) represents the MSE and PSNR values of the
above figure (i, ii and iii).
Table1. Values of MSE and PSNR
Figures
i.
ii.
iii.

MSE
25.254089
27.34118
264.9278

PSNR
34.107486
34.61122
23.89952

The following figures 3 and 4, show the extracted features to four classes of brain tumor MRI images:

Figure 3: Features values extracted from samples of Sarcoma & Meningioma brain tumor MRI.
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Figure 4: Features values extracted from samples of Astrocytoma & benign brain tumors MRI.
Figure (5) shows the architecture of the configured seconds have 5 neurons, and last the output layer of five
network. The network consists of 13 input neurons nodes (these five nodes represent the number of classes
(number of features that used in the classification process), that the network will classify the output to them).
two hidden layers the first have 10 neurons and the

Figure (5) : PNN Architecture.
In the training phase, the network trained on samples
(input,target). Inputs represent 13 selected features that
extracted from each of five classes of brain tumor MRI
images that the network tries to classify to them. Each
Copyright to IJARCCE

vector of the target has only one 1 in the neuron that the
sample belongs to it. Figure 7 explains how the PNN
trained depending on setting parameters, the net trained at
32 epoch to reach minimum gradient.
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Figure 6: PNN Architecture& Training Parameters
PNN classification evaluation
The evalution of the perofmance and accuracy of the proposed PNN is dpending on the following:
1. The first method is to test the network on the same sample features that trained on, then show the network how to
classify them. Figure 7 shows that the network classifies each sample feature exactly to there class type.
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Figure 7: performance array after testing PNN on same training features
2. Using the validation vectors to end the training phase as
soon as the performance of the network on these vectors
of validation is unsuccessful to advance the network
behaviour or stay unchanged for a number of fails epochs.
Then using the test vectors to examine that the network is

generalizing in a good manner, on the other hand, do not
have any influence on training. The figure 4.8 below
shows how the gradient is decreasing until it reaches the
minimum at epoch 10, also it shows Mu value decreasing
and in the end show the valdiation chechs.

Figure 8: Training State of the network at 10 epochs

Figure 9: Network performance.
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Figure 9 shows the network behaviour in the training, validation, and test stages. Also, figure 10 describes error
histogram of th network throgh the training phase.

Figure 10: Error histogram.
1. Confusion matrix. It shows the different kinds of errors
that happened for the last trained network. The number of
states that were classified in a correct way is showed in
diagonal cells, and the misclassified states are showed at
the off-diagonal cells. The whole percentage of correctly
classified states (cell with green color) is showed in a cell
with a blue color in the bottom right and finally, the total
percentage of states that misclassified are in a cell with red
color.

The next figures (11 and 12) displays the matrixes of
confusion to train, test, and validate, and then how the four
kinds of data are joined. These figures illustrate how the
networks outputs have a very good precise, such as you
can see by the high no. of accurate replies in the cells with
green and the low no. of inaccurate replies in the cells with
red. Overall accuracies are clarified in a bottom right blue
cell.

Figure 11: Confusion matrix of best feature.
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Figure 12: Confusion matrix of Network Test.
Generally the classification accuracy using the proposed
method is comparable or higher than in other.The
evaluation of the proposedmethod gives good accuracy in
diagnosis between five classes of tumour (98% in average
of all diagnosis).
In [9], LSFT enhanced the performance of the PNN,
achieving classification accuracies of 95.24% for
discriminating between metastatic and primary tumors and
93.48% for distinguishing gliomas from meningiomas (94
% accuracy in average). In [10] the method was applied on
a population of 102 brain tumors histologically diagnosed
as metastasis (24), meningiomas (4), gliomas WHO grade
2 (22), gliomas WHO grade 3 (18), and glioblastomas
(34). The binary SVM classification accuracy, sensitivity,
and specificity, assessed by leave-one-out cross-validation,
were respectively 85%, 87%, and 79% for discrimination
of metastases from gliomas, and 88%, 85%, and 96% for
discrimination of high grade (grade III and IV) from low
grade (grade II) neoplasms (87 % accuracy in average).

images into benign, Sarcoma, Meningioma, Glioma and
Anaplastic Astrocytoma,the PNN net trained on the
features that are selected from extracted features, then the
net is tested and evaluated. Later the net used for
classification of MRI brain tumour images into these type
of brain tumour.
Future work should focus on the following directions: The
implemented algorithms can be employed for MR images
with another contrast mechanisms such as proton-densityweighted, and diffusion weighted images. Improve the
classification accuracy by extracting more efficient
features and increasing the training data set.
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